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I caught up again recently with Liz Brewer as she
launched her latest book, ‘Liz Brewer’s Ultimate Guide
to Party Planning & Etiquette’ which is packed full of
incredible photos from her life as well as guidance and
advice! Liz Brewer has to be one of the most enigmatic
people I have ever had the pleasure of speaking to,
many of you will know her as one of the ‘educators’ and
‘judges’ on ‘Ladette to Lady’, which for me became
addictive viewing…but there is so much more to this
wonderful former debutante. From launching
discothèques to restaurants, organising balls and
marketing countries, through to advising the likes of
Ivana Trump and Dame Shirley Bassey, this lady has
done it all – successfully. Equipped with a quintessential
British accent and a wonderful sense of humour, Liz
Brewer has become an iconic figure within the highest
social circles, her little black book contains some of the
most sought after names and numbers and no doubt
hers is also one of the first to be called when any major
event is to take place. In this interview we chat about
the book, the royal wedding and reflect on her amazing
life, as Ivana Trump so accurately described Liz, she is
“the quintessential party creator and guide to social
behaviour in the 21st century”.

Interview by Katie McPhilimey

Ultimate Guide to
Party Planning &
Etiquette

Liz Brewer’s

Liz at Battersea Heliport standing in front of Hotel
Verta, next to the original James Bond Pussy Galore
Helicopter and the original DB5 at the party she
organized the day before they both were sold at
auction by RM Auctions in Battersea Park

George Piskov, Liz Brewer & Lord Howell Minister of
State in the Foreign office under Wm Hague as
foreign Secretary at the event Liz organized at
TheHouse of Lords to honour our veterans now in
their late 80's & 90's who took part in Russian Arctic
Convoys during World War 11 and who are still
waiting to receive their proper medals as promised
by the Conservatives once they were in power.

Liz & her Singer/Songwriter daughter
Tallulah Rendall
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Liz before we talk about your
fabulous new book, I’d like to reflect
on your career which really has been
amazingly colourful; you’ve marketed
countries, launched clubs, represent
the most incredible individuals; is
there anything you have touched that
hasn’t turned to gold?
It has been quite extraordinary.
They do say that variety is the
spice of life and I think I
invented the word
‘multitasking’, but I learnt a
long time ago, being a Gemini
as well, that it’s not difficult,
it’s like a little jigsaw puzzle,
you have all these significant
pieces that eventually slot in
together. So whilst you’re doing
one thing, there’s something
else that complements it.
For example, it’s exactly like my
new book, I’d used the various
hotels at some point and
naturally taken photos as my
camera goes everywhere with
me, so they now appear in my
book and those establishments
have and are kindly hosting
book signing parties for me. So
for example I use the photo of
Duke’s Hotel when explaining how the
perfect cocktail is made, so things
piece together. It also works when
representing clients and working
with charities and writing a book,
eventually it all joins together –
so it’s multitasking to an end that
all complements itself.

Your last book was hugely successful
and this book is continuing in that
vein, did you have fun putting it
together?
I have to tell you that I loved writing
this book, probably more so than the
first one. Having been asked by the
media so many times, often on quite

extraordinary points of etiquette, and
having had many clients across the
board whether it be financial etiquette,
Peugeot with the etiquette of how to
get in and out of a car, you name it…
the only thing I pondered and
eventually declined was BBQ etiquette
because I thought that’s ridiculous and

it must have been for some BBQ
manufacturer, otherwise I think at some
point I’ve been asked the etiquette of
every sector of life. So I’ve done all
that, a lot of it is commonsense and
making life easier, so it seemed right to
start the book off with a chapter on
social behaviour in the 21st century.

I enjoyed adding all the pho-
tographs to the relevant sec-
tions, it’s the first thing people
look at when they open a
book and certainly my books –
they love to see the photo-
graphs. I went through 7,000
photographs on my computer,
they’re all my own except the
ones for Dame Shirley Bassey
which were taken by a profes-
sional and
I gave them a credit. So with
the book it was really a
question of applying the right
photographs with the right
paragraph to demonstrate
something.

You’ve organised some of
the most memorable events
and parties over the last
few years, which ones stand

out for you?
It’s so difficult as there are so many
that are wonderful and memorable for
different reasons,
obviously the Shirley Bassey party
stands out as it was spectacular and
cost an awful lot of money, Andrew
Davis really donated the entire party

I started his show when
I was in my last year of

school and I had to pretend
to be 18 for chaperoning
rules, but for my first series
I would leave school and
go to the show and film,
as we’d normally film two

days a week to create
an episode.

“

“
Liz with Lithuanian Ambassador's daughter

Aiste Anusaite Daubaras & Ivana Trump.
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very generously, but I suppose in actual
fact it’s always the last party that I’ve
done that’s significant as it’s freshest in
my mind. But I love putting the ideas
and content in and of course the
people, as you never forget that the
most important ingredient in any event
is the people, they react to how you
dress the occasion, from the theme to
the lighting, but also how you move the
people around, as when you leave a
party or significant occasion what do
you remember? Yes, you’ll remember
lovely food, the décor and maybe
drinking too much, but what’s indelible
is people that you meet, people that
leave an impression and add to your
life, we’re always looking for something
new and exciting and that’s often
supplied by people. So creating a scene
whereby people can meet and mingle
without feeling awkward is the secret
of a successful party.

I meet so many people with my work
and when organising dinner parties
I do worry about putting certain
people together!
Yes, but you need to, all of a kind is so
boring, imagine a whole party of
lawyers, could you imagine! It’s like

sugar and spice, add spice to your room
and mix it up – something happens,
someone may say something that
might not be appropriate, but it’s
what you don’t know that you find
fascinating! It’s important to create the
avenues for people to meet new people
that they’ll find fascinating for one
reason or another, it’s why creating a
table plan whereby you place people is
so powerful, it can make marriages,
do deals, create new friendships, it’s
so powerful.

The book would be useful for all
sorts of reasons, from party planning
at home, organising weddings, all
sorts of occasions, as well as being
genuinely entertaining!
Yes, useful for all sorts of events, the
basic ingredients can be applied to
everything from tea for two to an
event for hundreds – or a Royal
Wedding [laughing].

Of course ‘Ladette to Lady’ was
hugely popular, I don’t know anyone
that wasn’t hooked on that
programme; it was also successful
in Australia and other countries
wasn’t it?

It was the most successful programme
of its kind in Australia, Canada and I
think Poland too. It was hugely popular
and sold so well around the world.

Do you think that social media has
had a negative effect on etiquette?
I address social networking in my book,
I think it’s a brilliant tool, but you need
to learn how to use it and more
importantly respect it. At one time it
was very difficult to locate people, yet
now it’s virtually impossible to be
hidden, so in some respects it’s good
and in other respects it’s bad. Where
it’s bad is when it takes over someone’s
life and they lose the grasp of normal
communication, so things like Facebook
and texting are a tool and not a
substitute for how they live their life.
Today you work through a whole bunch
of emails whereas before you would
receive a well written letter and put it
in your in tray and write a composed
thoughtful response, now we don’t give
consideration to things and answer
instantly and sometimes make
mistakes, so things are speeded up to
such an extent that you don’t have time
to think. We’re speeding out of control

Nancy Dell'Olio & Liz in the Penthouse at the Westbury
Hotel, at one of her book launch celebrations

Liz with Buzz & Lois Aldrin
First party in space
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and eventually we’ll realise what’s
happening and insert discipline into
means of communication.

We’ve mentioned it briefly, but what
did you think to the Royal Wedding,
there were some unusual outfits
featured?
You mean the hats [laughing]. I thought
it was absolutely wonderful and just
what this country needed, as are
William and Kate. We’ve gone through
a recession and suddenly you have this
wonderful girl who is sensible and
recycles her clothes for example.
She’s so comfortable in her own skin,
she’s lucky to have a great figure, but
has such a sense of style she’s happy
to wear something again. We’re living
in a day when clothes are disposed of,
years ago we wore things again and
again maybe altering a hem or
changing the collar, but every so
often the world needs to sit up and
a discipline installed and I have to
applaud her – wonderful.

You’re life has been packed full
of wonderful successes and
opportunities, is there a phase
you’ve most enjoyed or are most
proud of?
I actually enjoyed having six fiancés
[laughing]! I really do, I’m glad I didn’t get
married the first time and that I had six
engagements. I was so young and
wide-eyed and bushy tailed and I wanted
to get to know the world and do so many
things! I loved being in love! I’m glad
I had that experience and grew up with
each one – well after the third one! I’m
glad I had such a full life. I’m not sure
that there’s anything I’d like to do that
I haven’t done, maybe spoken more
languages, I can speak broken Portuguese
and quite good French but I find it hard t
o learn them now!

You did things that were so brave,
I mean starting the nightclub in
Portugal and yet you couldn’t speak
the language at the time!
I couldn’t do that now! You can do all
kinds of things when you have nothing to
lose, and you learn by experience, when
you know the pitfalls you hold back!
Looking back it is extraordinary what I did
and achieved, but now I’m older – not
necessarily wiser – it would be hard to
contemplate doing the things I did in my
teens!

Going back to your book – it’s a great
and useful read for so many people
isn’t it?

Yes, funnily enough my friend’s son who
is 13 read the book and what he loved
most was the social behaviour section
and also the dress sense discussing
appropriate wear, so young people
love it too, but what makes me happy
is that people are reading it and loving
it as people don’t like to admit that
they don’t know something and the
answers are in there! I always say
never be afraid to ask a question,
never, as people love to give you the
answers. So it was written for
everybody, as for me with ‘Ladette to
Lady’ it was a real experience, learning
that where there is a rule there is a
reason. People who come to our
country, especially Americans, find our
weird and wonderful ways intriguing
and want to know about them, you
tell an American to wear Black Tie he’ll
literally turn up in a black tie, ask him
to wear White Tie and he’ll turn up in
a white tie, they have no idea of the
nuances of our dress code, they love
tradition, so the book is hugely helpful!
So that’s why I wrote this book, to give
myself a lot of pleasure but also
hopefully a lot of other people
pleasure.

Liz Brewer’s Ultimate Guide to Party
Planning & Etiquette is available to
purchase from Dynasty Press
www.dynastypress.co.uk
or any good book shop!

party planning & etiquette
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